Factors Governing the Precision of Subvisible Particle Measurement Methods - A Case Study with a Low-Concentration Therapeutic Protein Product in a Prefilled Syringe.
The current study was performed to assess the precision of the principal subvisible particle measurement methods available today. Special attention was given to identifying the sources of error and the factors governing analytical performance. The performance of individual techniques was evaluated using a commercial biologic drug product in a prefilled syringe container. In control experiments, latex spheres were used as standards and instrument calibration suspensions. The results reported in this manuscript clearly demonstrated that the particle measurement techniques operating in the submicrometer range have much lower precision than the micrometer size-range methods. It was established that the main factor governing the relatively poor precision of submicrometer methods in general and inherently, is their low sampling volume and the corresponding large extrapolation factors for calculating final results. The variety of new methods for submicrometer particle analysis may in the future support product characterization; however, the performance of the existing methods does not yet allow for their use in routine practice and quality control.